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EliteIron’s extraordinary suppressor wraps, the best accessory ever 
devised for suppressed riles and pistols. Booth 20311
Potomac, MT / January 19, 2016 - Although there is a wrap to fit every EliteIron suppressor, our wraps can fit most every sound 
suppressor available. This proprietary “wrap” not only allows the operator to comfortably handle a hot suppressor, the material used is 
flame retardant. Using EliteIron Suppressor Wraps will greatly mitigate heat mirage when using optics. 

The wrap also provides a platform to attach camouflage elements such as Gillie suit material, brush, branches, etc. The eyelets and 
drawstring lacing provide ample opportunity for attaching and arranging material from the environment to provide optimum conceal-
ment. Our Wraps are fire retardant with Nomex and Carbon X® materials inside specified to withstand 1200 degrees and treated to 
withstand 5 seconds of direct flame. EliteIron wraps are not to be used for sustained full auto fire, although limited semi-auto fire is ac-
ceptable. EliteIron suppressor wraps are available in Tactical Black, OD, Coyote Tan, and Multi-Camo colors. There is a one-year limited 
warranty on workmanship. 

EliteIron’s Dale and Kathy Poling and staff can show you their suppressor waps at the 2016 SHOT Show held in Las 
Vegas from January 19th through the 22nd at the Sands Expo and Convention Center. The SHOT Show is the largest 
firearms industry trade show in the world with representation from over 100 countries. EliteIron cordially invites at-
tendees to examine and find out more about their sound suppressors, their updated REVOLUTION Bipod™, and other 
products at Booth 20311.

EliteIron LLC is a designer and manufacturer of weapon systems and sound suppressor solutions headquartered in 
Potomac, Montana. The company serves professional and serious marksmen who require the highest caliber of per-
formance in military, law enforcement, competitive shooting, and hunting applications. For more information, visit 
EliteIron at www.eliteiron.com. To contact EliteIron, call 406-244-0234 (office), call 406-2442 (mobile) or send e-mail to 
info@eliteiron.com.

Note: Elite Iron Wraps can only be sold to U.S. residents and U.S. government agencies. EliteIron can only conduct export sales to 
foreign governments with approval from the Department of State and within ITAR regulations. EliteIron Suppressor Wraps have been 
granted patent #628.260 and second patent #8,397,615.


